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Texture Studies
in progress
canvas, washi paper, foam, and other craft surfaces
This project will explore art and music making as a fluid, cyclical process. Everyday
surfaces are analyzed carefully and treated with materials such as graphite, acrylics,
modeling paste, and glues— rendering it a piece of “visual” art. Simultaneously,
they are revealed as sound objects either through the simple act of tracing or
friction-based manipulation.
With the appropriate performance techniques, these interesting micro-textures
can be captured and shared. Surfaces that are seemingly flat to the casual user then
transform into dynamic three-dimensional instruments. The resultant installation,
Why We Touch, comprises of such fragile materials and their unique sounds,
bringing a new awareness to the sensitivity of human touch in a visually
dominated world.

Texture Study
close-up of 12in x 12in canvas
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This|Face|Now|Here
2016
three B-flat clarinets
Commissioned by Chen Halevi
Meitar Ensemble CEME Festival, Tel Aviv, Jan. 2017

This new work is guided completely by the physical aspects of clarinet playing.
Open and closed fingering diagrams are arranged visually during the
composition process in order to choreograph organic, flowing movement
between the three players. Breathing, then, occurs on multiple levels: natural
inhalation and exhalation, opening and closing of hands, and the tension and
release of timbres created by alternate fingerings.

This | Face | Now | Here, detail
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Axis Series
2016
Elegy, Tribute, and Reaction are each constructed around a diﬀerent type
of visual axis—on the score, the instrument, and the bodies of the
performers, respectively. Although these are traditional concert pieces,
they demonstrate my concerns with visual detail and physical movement.
These compositional axes also create subtly heightened interactions
between the duo as the music moves into a more tactile and physical
realm, beyond simple motivic exchange.

Elegy | Axis I
2016
cello and piano
Commissioned by Eugenia Zukerman for Clarion Concerts in Columbia County
Edward Arron and Jeewon Park, Leaf Peeper Series, Ghent, NY, Sept. 2016
The visual axis of Elegy is an invertible counterpoint that occurs over the course of
the entire 13-minute work. Within this exchange, the music explores acoustic
techniques of amplification for both instruments.
Audio: https://soundcloud.com/tokokotoko/elegy/s-qdVcd
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Tribute | Axis II
2016
violin and piano
Commissioned by violinist Nicholas DiEugenio, with pianist Mimi Solomon
The Process Series, University of North Carolina Chapel Hill, Oct. 2016
Tribute is guided by the axes of each instrument’s mechanism— that of moving
along individual strings. For the violinist, this is manifested as an unfolding line
imbued with the particular timbres of the lowest and highest strings. The full
spectrum lowest two notes of the piano are activated by horizontal motion on
top of the strings.
Audio: https://soundcloud.com/toniako/tribute
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Reaction | Axis III
2016
flute and piano
Commissioned by Zach Sheets and Wei-Han Wu
Premiere performances in Massachusetts, January 2017
The final piece in the Axis series explores the rhythmic and physical axis of
breath. Gestures that are inherent to performance, such as cueing and
expressive leaning and bending, are foregrounded as formal structure. Yet,
instead of relying on visual cues, the two performers must use the sensation
of touch (through their backs) as the main tool for telling rhythm/tempo/
time. This act of synchronized breathing creates a new axis of sound
production that comes from collective eﬀort.
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Whistling Tree
2016
sound installation
piezo speakers mounted on metal, plexiglass, and other reflective scraps
Lincoln Hall, Cornell University, May 2016
Two sets of dichotomies are presented in this installation– one physical, one
abstract. Monochromatic fragments visually clash with brightly-colored cables
and string. the The organicism conveyed by the form an resultant atmosphere is
belied by the materials and an industrial sound source: a refrigerator.
In Whistling Tree, form and function are closely wedded together. The seemingly
floating panels serve as resonators for the delicate piezo elements, while the
speaker cables themselves are gathered into branches, a trunk, and roots.
Video: https://vimeo.com/193194705
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Whistling Tree, detail
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Small & Large Improvisation
2016
amplified bubble wrap
This set of improvisations highlights the raw sounds of bubble wrap combined
with virtuosic technique. The performer aims to express the diﬀerent characters
inherent in various sizes of bubbles (small or large). In addition to manipulating
surface tension in order to control pitch, she must also adjust the speed of
horizontal motion to reveal various rhythms, which in this case is synonymous
with texture.

Video: https://vimeo.com/193560771
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Breath, Contained II
2015
five bubble wrappers and live electronics
Sandbox Percussion with Michael Compitello,
Cornell University Sibley Hall Dome, March 2015
Featured piece at 2016 nief-norf Summer Festival, Knoxville, TN
In this quintet, the seemingly mundane bubble wrap transforms into a flexible
musical instrument, emitting sounds that are equal parts whimsical and haunting.
The rich sound world of bubble wrap is explored through structured improvisation,
augmented only by amplification and filtering techniques. By willing these air
bubbles to express, performers attempt to release its breath.
Video: https://vimeo.com/193195043

Breath, Contained II

score of Breath, Contained II
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Untitled

2015
acrylic and permanent markers on bubble wrap, approx. 9ft by12ft
Herbert F. Johnson Museum, Ithaca, NY, March 2015
Bubble wrap is usually perceived as a wasteful by-product of commercialism,
and art is as good of a reason as any for recycling. These painted panels serve to
preserve and accentuate the unique texture of the material. By working on top
of the raised bubbles with a grayscale spectrum, the three-dimensional quality
of such an art “canvas” is exaggerated. Also inherent to bubble wrap paintings
are notions of fragility and impermanence: over time, the air pockets will
deflate.
The resultant work alludes to the appearance of musical notation and suggests a
third function for this work as performance score. In addition, my penchant for
careful horizontal motion was an critical part of the work process.
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Games of Belief
2015
solo piano
Commissioned by Young Concert Artists for recitals at the Kennedy Center for the
Performing Arts, Washington, D.C., and Merkin Hall, New York City
Winner of 2016 Broadcast Music, Inc Student Composer Award
Games of Belief confronts an acoustical reality of the piano: every key is connected to
a long metal string containing all harmonic partials of the fundamental. By isolating
these overtones, the performer essentially creates a series of arpeggios, a familiar
trope to much of piano music. This creates both timbral and poetic tension: the
traditional arpeggios, and the stylistic implications of them, are contrasted by the
more unusual world that is activated with harmonics along a string.
Audio: https://soundcloud.com/toniako/games-of-belief
Video: https://vimeo.com/193562625/ceb776fac2
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Real Voices and Imagined Clatter
2014-15
percussion quartet
Premiered by Sō Percussion, subsequent performances at The University of Kansas,
University of Massachusetts at Amherst, and Chosen Vale International Seminar
This work aims to activate timpani as as a resonant and almost-human body. It
begins with an exploration of the ringing, metallic, and dry qualities of their soundworld. The drums call forth singing voices when the performers begin to listen
carefully to their sound. This act of vocalization is reciprocal: using horizontal
friction, the players draw out a sustained, bittersweet wailing from a single timpano
at the very end of the work. Thus, although there are four performers, there also
exists an intimate dialogue between eight individual and expressive bodies on stage.
Audio: https://soundcloud.com/tokokotoko/real-voices

Real Voices and Imagined Clatter
nief-norf Summer Festival 2016, photo by Emory Hensley
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Blue Skin of the Sea
2014
solo marimba
Commissioned by a consortium of eight percussionists: Michael Compitello,
Gwendolyn Burgett, Ji Hye Jung, Ayano Kataoka, Katelyn King, Ian Rosenbaum,
Leah Scholes, Jeﬀ Stern, Daniel Tones
Winner of 2015 Broadcast Music, Inc Student Composer Award
Looking closely at the “skin” of something is always a revelatory experience. Every
type of surface, be it our skin, the ocean, or the wood of the marimba, contains
intricate and unique patterns that tell a story. The personality of these wrinkles,
patterns, and other tiny gradations combine into larger textures that are translated
musically. In a very literal sense, instead of maintaining a safe distance from the
instrument, the piece explores the physical and sonic breadth of individual marimba
bars. All of the extended techniques are developed along horizontal axis, rather
than traditional vertical movement.
Audio: https://soundcloud.com/toniako/sets/blue-skin-of-the-sea
Video: https://vimeo.com/193562625/ceb776fac2

Blue Skin of the Sea– II.
Michael Compitello, Sprague Hall, Yale School of Music, Sept. 2015
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Rock Resonance
2014
sound sculpture
large rock, metal, plexiglass, cellophane, and other reflective scraps
Aspects of Sound in Art Workshop, CCRMA, Stanford University

Rock Resonance
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On to Off
2013
permanent markers on bubble wrap, 3ft x 5ft

Untitled I-VI
2012
permanent markers on bubble wrap panels, 1ft x 1ft
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Solo
2013
bubble wrap and live electronics
Selected for 2014 ICMC-SMC joint conference, Athens, Greece
Video: https://vimeo.com/193575942

